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Naked to Knockout:Beauty from the within Out addresses the true meaning of beauty by
defining it from a perspective of continual improvement. Implementing these skills will help you
to step up and come out in design. Having your self image challenged by conditions, insufficient
worthiness and dilemma from comparing you to ultimately others, requires greater than a pores
and skin deep solution can provide. . from the within out. There is great value in looking at every
opportunity in an effort to embrace your unique image and utilize it to become more confident
and successful. Naked to Knockout delivers an individual and practical approach to creating
more open doorways in everyday life through magnifying the power of your personal presence,
verbal skills, body language, and focusing on how others perceive you. Wendy Lyn knows that
how you respond to what you see in the mirror can alter your end result. The charts, lists and
color image insert all add value by showing seasonal differences, how to accessorize to
maximize, and the power of color. In this publication, you will have the tools and skills necessary
to create your personal knockout container while keeping a balanced focus on your contents . . .
to discover true beauty . The true life tales and interviews (including a previous Miss Florida and
the popular Mitzi Perdue) will make you giggle and cry as you relate to many of the women the
writer showcases. . Reading about their capability to switch obstacles into possibilities is portion
of the gift of this power packed script.
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Recommend for ladies in a rut or who have want to re-invent or rediscover - their best selves
Wendy is great, and I must say i appreciate her perspective as positive, motivated Christian
businesswoman. I believe part of this publication is refreshing and precious in helping females
both be honest for the reason that yes, your outer presentation does matter, but also helps
women to first focus on their unique worth as feminine creatures and to honor a spiritually-
centric internal beauty. I think the way she ties the correlation between overall performance and
presentation is particularly effective -- if taking treatment in oneself presentation helps you in
fact take the focus OFF yourself so that you can focus even more on the needs of others, and
places you in a content, confident space that projects to others and assists radiate that energy to
additional lives -- is definitely that vanity? You hear of beauty from the inside out, but rarely does
anyone explain how. Wendy's book and coaching helps women to care for and present
themselves as the useful treasures they are so they are better allowed to invest of their gifts and
talents to their loved ones and the world. Must Read for each woman of EVERY age! Fresh and
innovative suggestions to boost every woman's best features and give renewed confidence in the
special gifts God has given every woman. Filled with inspiration, practical advice from beauty
ideas to organization to just living your very best life as the unique and special girl God produced
us to end up being. From Naked to Knockout addresses women's outer and internal beauty in a
loving and upbeat tone. She will! Loved this book! Great Book I understand Wendy and wished to
support her brand-new book. She actually is an amazing person. This is a great publication to
give tosomeone that is not certain of loving herself just as she is. This is a casino game changer.
For those of us who are "fashion challenged", Wendy Lyn Phillips' book is a must-read! away!
Wendy Lyn knocked a house run with that one! Funny tales and useful information make it an
easy read. Great resource within Naked to Knockout The truth is that as an elementary school
teacher I don't have much time for makeup and extras. Reading Wendy Lynn Phillips'
publication, Naked to Knockout Beauty from the Inside Out, has given me a great reference
brimming with the tools and skills essential to present a knockout container with a well balanced
concentrate on inner contents,internal beauty. One important tip for everyone is that you should
ensure that your appearance mirrors your message. And yes Wendy, I am going to bring lipstick
in my purse and re apply it regularly. Excellent ! I especially found the chapters on Creating Color
Self-confidence and on Wardrobe Economics enlightening, and I'm going to be referring back
again to them frequently. Naked to KnockoutNaked To Knockoutbelongs in everyone's
assortment of treasured books.SHE GIVES PRACTICAL ADVICE AND TIPS THAT EVERY WOMEN
MUST HEAR AND IMPLEMENT. THIS IS AN INCREDIBLE BOOK WRITTEN BY A SPECIALIST IN THE
FIELD OF BEAUTY! Guide to Your Inner Beauty If you have ever felt inadequate in your
appearance, this reserve is for you personally. Easy, motivational and inspiring. YOU MUST READ!
Merging both is the ultimate goal, and that is just where I come in.) I whole-heartedly
recommend you select up a copy of "Naked To Knockout: Beauty from the within Out" today!
"Naked to Knockout" can be an inspiring reserve. (And thanks a lot for the fabulous tip to always
pack a lovely wrap so I don't wish to cross my hands in cold meeting areas! God made each of us
special so we have to celebratethat and the gifts that He has provided us. Appraising someone
when we meet up with isn't inherently bad: it's part of the survival instinct. We need to make a
quick assessment of our protection in the jungle - actually if the jungle is certainly a boardroom
or a classroom. And we have to remember that other people do that if they meet us, as well: our
energy, how exactly we dress and how we hold ourselves speaks volumes before we also utter a
phrase. It's crucial that we're sending the right message.Wendy assists us show the world the
best edition of ourselves. With her beautiful love of life, her impeccable feeling of style and her



capability to connect with women, Wendy definitely walks her talk! I had the great pleasure of
seeing Wendy in action as she inspired a room full of women to sit up taller and smile a little
easier in a matter of occasions with her energy and useful advice. Primarily, the publication is a
great read that will keep you smiling and inspired to be your truest Personal!" Wendy Lyn Phillips
fulfills her promise, offering excellent ideas, and illustrating them with her own story and others'
too. A necessity to become Knockout! Beauty - inside & Wendy helps it be simple to not only
know what colors and styles best suit your personality and physical characteristics, but also what
we are able to do to bring our "inside", our best accurate self, front and center for all to observe!
Her inspiring tales that are sprinkled throughout this deal with of a read can help you see you
are not by yourself, and that learning how exactly to showcase yourself externally in a manner
that boosts your confidence on the inside can be fun at any age group! INCREDIBLE FROM THE
INSIDE Away!!!! Kudos to Wendy Lynn Phillips on writing an outstanding book!!! ALL WOMEN
SHOULD READ THIS BOOK, AND REALIZE THAT WE ALL HAVE BEEN BEAUTIFUL AND
WONDERFULLY CREATED BY GOD. WENDY GIVES GREAT INSIGHT AND ILLUSTRATIONS ON BEING
THE VERY BEST THAT YOU WERE INTENDED TO BE!!! I purchased one for myself and two to give
as gifts, and I have a feeling I'll be back for more. As the author says, "Getting the outer shell and
picture to reflect your inner beauty can be something most women find challenging.!! It was an
easy but meaningful read. This book made me think ! ! ! Rather than simply offering suggestions,
the book has action steps to take, testing to assist you determine the best colors for your new
style, and even interactive activates that offer a free gift from the writer. Being a 50 something
Mother, Wife, Grandmother I understand that it is to never late to understand something. Some
of this great advise I have heard before and some I hadn't. ! Many, many useful tips and phrases
of encouragement. We are all beautiful in HIS sight and when we look into the mirror that is
what we have to see. I am going to put A number of these hints to make use of and share this
reserve with all. Wendy presented her message with light humor and a blessed spirit. Knocked It
From the Park "Knock it out from the recreation area" is baseball terminology designed for
hitting a home run. This is an excellent book, filled with tips on beauty - inside and out! No,
vanity is normally self-focused; Wendy Lyn is usually genuine and "real" and has a proven history
of a passion to greatly help women be the very best they could be from Naked to Knockout! The
book reads like a captivating story. Personal and powerful..as being a home run!
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